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DISPLACEMENT CASCADES IN POLYATOMIC F44TERIALS*

Don M. Parkin and C. Alton Coulter
Los Alamos National Laboratory

.
Los Alamos, N. M. 87545

.

Using a continuous-slowing-down, “random amor~hous
-

material model,

we have studied displacement cascades in a number of diatomic

materials. This paper reviews a number of previous results that

elucidate the effects of atomic mass$ recoil energy, displacement

energy, capture energy and material stoichiometry on the numbers

of displacements in a cascade. The displacement cascade reveals a

complex structure that is dependent on the type of irradiation and

the material properties. Conclusions related to damage analysis

for fusion reactors are given.

. .
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1. Introduction

The aspects of radiation damage analysis required for fusion

‘reactor applications go beyond those encountered for fission
.

reactors. In addition the range of neutron spectra, including 14
.

MeV neutrons, for which damage effects must be known, the class of

materials that will be exposed to intense irradiation environments

is much

alloys,

alloya,

broader. Reactor concepts call for the use of structural

structural and insulating ceramics, high temperature

electrical conductors, organic insulators, and ‘ordered

alloys such as superconductors to be exposed to materia?.s-limiting

exposures. Although a great body of il~formation is available on

radiation effects in simple metals and important structural

alloys, the picture of r:ldiation cffecta in other materials In

general is much less well understood.

When the basic problem of describing the displacement

cascade in material such as cernmica and ordered al.1.oys is

considered, one finds that the theory developed for s{mplc mctnls

must b> expanded. Factors thnt must now be ccmsidcred include

nonmc~nl]ic l)ondfn~, stoclhiomutry, new types of rl(?f(’ct.a,mnsa

effects, nnd multiple displnccmcnt thr~’sholds.

In L sc’rf(~sor p;lpc’i”swc hiIVC lilvltstl~ntcd the nnturc of

tllf;l)l~l(.i:ll)(”nt(’;lscn(les!l)I)oly{llomjc” milt rrlillH [1-4] , Inclu(!lng the

!;,,c(.f,,l
Cil}lt! o f :n(lnntorntc miltf’rlrrla [5], ~lfi{ng n c(mtlnu-

011/;fl~OWII 1~,-(1(1 WIl, r:ll)dom JIIII( II 1)1IOIIH IIHII rrinl mdcl /if”tf*rtllc work

of I,il)(lllnrd (’t ,!1. I(!-fl]. For Ino!+t m;lt(*rfnl H of 1111{’1”(’!11 , In:llly

I“f’lt’villlt m,’:t I’1” IJIIH l)nl”;lm(~t (I I-R , !111(!11 /1H I 111’ (1 I !i])’1 :1(.l,lnl$llt

.



thresholds, are not known; however, by doing a parametric study

the important features of the displacement cascade can be elucidated.

.
In this paper we review a number of the important charac-

.

teristics of the displacement cascade in polyatomic materials and
.

discuss the implications for damage analysis of fusion reactors.

The calculations presented are limited to the case of diatomic

materials.

2. Equations for the net displacement function and the spec-

j.fied-projectile displacement function
,

Two functions that are uzeful in describing displacement

cascades in polyetomic materials are the net displaccflient func-

‘ion’ %j(E), and the specified-projectile displacement fllnction,

‘ijk
(E). E is the average number of type-j atoms displacedeij( )

and not recaptured in subsequent rrplnccmcnt collisions in a

di~placcment cascade fnjtiated by a PKA of type i nnd energy E,

and is :innlr)gous to the stilndard Klncllin-1’c(lsc rcs~llt for

monatom~c mnterlnls.
‘tjk

(E) is the :Iverngc nllmber of rypc--k

atoms which nrc displnced from their uitcs by type-j utoms in a

(Ilspli!ccm’nt cil!.lcildclllitintcd by n I’KA of Lype-1 nnd vncrgy ~,

nnd describes the Rpec4fic colli:;ion Cvf!nts thfit produce

diliplfl(.(’llll”llts. Eqtlntions for Rij (~) und
‘ijk

(E) tlrc,

(1)

. .

. . .



1X PL(T)[61,% + pfi,k(T- E:)]
(2)

.

+ [1 -Pg(T)aig(E - ~)1 Pijk(E
1

- T) -Pijk(E) .

.
. .

The reader is referred to refcru,lces [21 and [4] for a complete

diecussfon of equations 1 and 2.

Beyond the values of Z and A for each elrrnent, the specific

materllll properties tire included via the atomic frnction fE, the

d~splncrment probnbllity P(T) nnd the trapping prob~b~l lty”Aig(E).

In all rnlclllations shnrp-thrcsholrl :ipproximntiona of P nnd Aik,



The eftects of crystal structure, the nature of bonding, and

the significance of type-i and type-j atom sites are approximated

‘in the model calculations by appropriate choices of the parameter

‘Ed and ~cap cap for i + j ‘sIn ionic crystals, for example, E,,
2 ij “

most likely very

replacement is a

Further, in these

. -J

small or zero. - In ordered alloys a disordering

defect, whereas in a solution alloy it is not.

two cases it is probable that Ecap =
ij

Ed.

j

In discussing the results we have adcpted the n~tation

AxBy(E~fp , Elc2ap, E:;p , &2~p ). This expression coupl~d with

the assumption E~~p = E; describes

calculation.

It is useful in ~nveatigating

define a set of displacement efficiencies k
ij

by the relations

the parameters used in any

the properties of gI,(E) to

‘Ij Ed/f V ,
-~ijjji

(3;

(4)

where
‘i

is the dnmage energy for type-i ;Itoms in the material

[2].

The specific collision cvcntu thnt produce cllsplacrmcnts are

itr~(,rll)cdby p
ijk(E)”

The dis[.lac+ng atom fraction R
ijk’

which iS

. . .

-...

(5)
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3. Discussion

.
3.1 Mass Ratio and Recoil Energy

.

TWO important properties of k
ij‘

and hence g
ij‘

are
.

shwn by the results for Mg0(62,00,00,62) in Fig. 1 and

TaO(60,60,60,60) in Fig. 2. The results for MgO, a material with

M1/M2 -1,
‘how ‘hat ‘ij

is a strong function of energy from

threshold to the key energy range and then is ro~ghly constant for

all higher energies, a result similar to that for monatomic

materials [5]. Furthermore, the values of k
ij

above a few keV are

similar to each other, but with ki?ki2. The TaO results

demonstrate the behavior for a material with M1/k!2>>l. The same

qualitative behavior is neen as or MgO, but with k
ij

only becoming

roughly const~nt tifter about 100 keV,
and ‘irh ‘ii> ki2”

The

qenrral observation ia th~t in the threshold region, Region 1, k,a

js a strong function of rnergy;

to dnmnge energy. Tn the damage

roughly constnnt, with g
ij= ‘f”

‘J

‘“at ‘s’ %j is not proportional

energy rrRion, R(’gion 2, k
ij ~s

. . .
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3.2 Stoichfometry

Two important factors in describing damage in

‘polyatomic maLerials are the stoichiometry of the material and the

.
stoichiometry of the displacement cascade. Our results show that

.

the stoichiometry of the casca@e is a function of materials

property and recoil energy. To examine this behavior, let us

consider the following ratio.

‘i +=[;:]”[+]”[:]= ~
2

(6)

The term [fl/f2] is just the concentration ratio for the ma:erial;

and if the product of the terms in k and ~ is one, then the
ij

cascade +.s stoichiometric. If the product Is not equal to one,

then there will be more net displacements on one sublattice than

the other.

Tile values of the displacement thresholds in materials

other than s[mple metals are not well known. Measurements in MgO

have yielded results of 60 eV [9] and 69 eV [10] for both Mg and O

and S7 eV h~s been measured for Zn and O in ZnO [11] . 1“ ‘1203 a

value of 18 eV for Al aild 75 CV for @ has hccn reported [12], and

40 nnd ?0 eV thresholds have been reported for U and O,

resportlv~lyp in J102 [1~1. Alil}ol]gh it In brlicved that the most

VIIUCS for the two ntom types, thr reported VnlIICH
‘“r ‘1203 and

U02 Illdfrnte the strong role Kd
~

mny plny ill A(!trrmfning rascnde

:ltolrl]l(~m{?l ry.
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The final term to be considered is [kil/ki2]. Selected

values of [k,,/k,O] at 10J eV are given in Table 1$ which are
AA A K

‘representative of k
ij

in Region-2.

‘results show that [kil/ki2] ~ 1 in
.

That is, the displacement cascad$

in general stoichiometric. even for

For the equal threshcld case, in

(Also see Figs. 1 and 2.) The

materials for which M1/M2 # 1.

in polyatomic materials is not

equal displacement thresholds.

Type-1 materials like MgO or

A1203, the

iS 60-80%.

deviation is 7-10%. For Type-2 materials like TaO, it

,

Under conditions of unequal displacement thresholds in

Type-1 materiala the capturti energy can effect the cascade

stoichiometry.
‘he ‘1203

calcu~ations show a change of 45%

between E~~P = O and E~~p = 45 eV. This does not occur in

Type-2 materiala, since capture dces not !~cc~lror is unimporta.~t

for kfnematic reasons [3].

The general. conclusion is that the stoichiometry of the

displacement cascade deviates from that of the host material, and.

that this deviation is a function of tk= threshold energies, mass

ratio, capture energy, .indrecoil energy.

3.3 Specified-Projectile Displacement Function

The net displacmnent ~lnctiol.1g=. describ~$ the final

condition of the cascade in

the underlying displacement

Ililderstood ill polyat(>mic

‘J

our model, and its properties reflect

p~ocesses. These p~ocesses are poorly

materials. The specified-projectile

dfspl[lc(,mentf~]nction charactcr[zes the di’ l)laccment event by not

only giving the displ:l(-ed atom type but al SO the tyt)e of ~tom that

displii(’eEiIt.



.

The displacing atom fraction R
ijk

calculated for the case

FlgO(62,62,62,62) is given in Figs. 2 and 4. For this Type-1

‘material the majority of displacing atoms are of the same type as

‘the PKA. The results for TaO(60,60,60,60), a Type-2 m,”terial,
-

are given {n Figs. 5 and 6. Thq high-mass-atom sublattice plays

the dominant role in producing displacements and, as can be see?

in Fig. 6, at high energy it IS even more importan~ than the pK.L

sublattice.
In all cases ‘ijk becomes ‘oughly constant ‘nly

above 105 e’Y. The general conclusion is that the microscopic

nature of the displacement processes in the cascade is dependent

on the recoil energy and the ❑aterial type. The recoil energy

dependence shows that the displacement processes are cl!anging over

the entire range relevant to fusion neutron spectra.

4. Summary

The displacement /:ascade in polyatomic (diatomic) materials

reveals a complex structure thaz depends upon the type of irra-

diation and the properties of the material. The net number of

displacements was found to be proportional to the damage energy

for recoil energies above a few keV fsr Type-1 materials and

5
above -10 eV for Type-2 materials. The stoichlcfietry of the

displacements in the cascade differs from that of the irradiated

material under all conditions studied. Finally, the specific

collision Pvt’nts that produce di~placements vary with recoil

energy. These iactors must

effects data in polyatomic

tions.

bp co~sldered

materials for

in evaluating radiation

fusion reactor applica-
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Figure Captions

.

-1) values of the displacement efficiencies k
ij

as functions of
.

energy for the material MgO (62,00,00,62)..

2) Values of the displacement efficiencies k
ij

as functions cf

energy for the material TaO(60,60,60,60). ..

.

3)
‘al”es ‘f ‘lij

as functions of energy for the material

MgO(62,62,62,62).

4) Values of R2ij as functions of energy for the material

MgO(62,62,62,62).

#

5)
‘alues ‘f ‘lij

as funct~.ons of energy for the fiisterial

TaO(60,60,60,60).

.

6) Values of R2ij as functions of energy for the material

TaO(60,60,60,60) .
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MgO

(62,00,00,62)

(62,62,62,62)

‘11203

(18,00,00,72)

(13,45,45,72)

(bo,b~,bo,bo)

ZnO

(60,00,00,60)

(6(-),60,60,60)

TaO

(60,60,60,60)

Table 1

Values of [kil/ki2] at i07 eV

[kil/ki2]
.

[k21/k22]

-

1.08 1.09

1.091.07

1.02

1.47

:.09

?..(74

1.49

1.10

1.24 1.31

1.24 1.32

1.61 1.80

r

#

.

-..


